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Over 50% of C-suite survey 

respondents in Canada find it 

challenging to establish an 

innovative culture, take innovative 

ideas to market quickly and find 

and retain the best talent to make 

innovation happen.

Breakthrough Innovation & Growth survey, PwC,  2014 



Innovation has 

always been part of 

the fabric of CIBC’s 

corporate culture



CIBC was the first 

of the big banks in 

Canada to launch 

mobile cheque 

deposit



The CIBC Tim Hortons

Double Double Visa 

leverages first-of-its kind 

two-button technology 

that combines a credit 

card with a loyalty card



CIBC’s massive Toronto 

Pearson Airport 

partnership features 

leading-edge branch 

technology and open 

concept banking spaces



CIBC was the first 

financial institution 

in Canada to enable 

mobile payments at 

point-of sale



The new CIBC 

Innovation Lab at 

MaRS in Toronto will 

be used to pilot and 

test future innovative 

banking concepts



Innovation comes from –

and extends to – every facet 

of our business, including 

our products, channels, 

customers and particularly, 

our employees
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In 2014 CIBC launched ICE –

the Innovation Collaboration 

Exchange where employees 

of all levels and from all 

departments were invited to 

submit their innovative ideas



Shortlisted ideas were then 

presented by the employees 

to a panel of CIBC’s senior 

executive team members. 

The executives then selected 

a winning concept to be 

funded and launched by the 

bank



The initiative garnered 

dozens of submissions and 

is currently in its third 

phase. Ideas from the first 

phase have received funding 

and will be launched the to 

public in the months to come



Why is CIBC

investing in 

innovation?



Our people are our 

greatest brand 

ambassadors.

A culture of innovation helps to 

attract, engage and retain the best 

and brightest.



And their expectations are growing. 

Customers use and understand 

technology like never before and 

demand the best experience in 

exchange for their business. 

Our customers are 

changing.



Stand out from the 

crowd.

In an industry where companies can 

often seem indistinguishable from 

one another, innovation is key in 

driving market differentiation 



Evolve or die.

As the pace of technological 

change continues to accelerate, the 

threat of digital disruption becomes 

too great to ignore.



Why must we evolve?



Be fast to win

The competition is getting faster 

and faster.  Innovation ignites the 

imagination and makes you faster.
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Thank you.


